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with a British army, and crumbled finally before Marl-
borough and the troopers who " swore terribly in Flanders"
under Queen Anne; the bull-rush of Napoleon was worn
down by British sea-power and took the final blow from the
cool matador who waited on the ridge in front of the little
village of Waterloo; and the latest aspirant to universal
empire, the hair-brained practitioner of every art but that
of government who passes his days at Doom, owes much of
his solitary leisure to the British effort, which expended men,
ships, and money in four years of splendid prodigality.
Such, in the roughest outline, is the record of universal
domination in the last fifteen centuries of Europe's history.
Much has been omitted. But as the shadows of Hildebrand,
of Charlemagne, of Charles V, of Louis XIV, of Napoleon
flit unregarded by, one fact emerges : Europe instinctively
resists a single domination. This phase «of imperialism,
apart from its almost involuntary recrudescence in the
German drearn of empire, was ended in the first quarter of
the Nineteenth Century. But in the years that followed,
it found a mild successor. Resigning hopes of universal
domination over the closely inhabited areas covered by the
European state-system, nations began to grasp at the
easier prize of overseas dominion- In this phase Great
Britain led—unconsciously, as is the way of British thought
in matters of extreme importance. Through the years which
followed the diminution of the first British Empire by the
secession of its American Colonies, a second British Empire
was rapidly assembled, Much remained of its predecessor—
the Canadas, India, and a rich supply of sugar-islands.
But in the years of European conflict, which determined
the defeat of the French design of universal domination,
British policy reached out beyond the visible horizons of
Europe and made a second Empire. South Africa, Ceylon,
advancing frontiers within India itself, East Indies, and un-
recorded islands in every sea observed the steady march of
British control.
The tendency was largely undiscovered by Europe, still

